for a safer business
INTRODUCING THE NEW
ALL-IN-ONE WEBEYE ALARM
& MONITORING SYSTEM DVR,
NVR OR HYBRID

All-in-one alarm and
monitoring systems with
huge potential savings on
your security bill
Easy to install
and maintain

With our ever increasing arsenal
to defeat the criminal and
create a safer world, webeye
has pioneered DVR/NVR alarm
systems with revolutionary unique
features, such as the ability
to arm and disarm from your
mobile phone or through your
browser. We’ve incorporated
a timeline function so you can
immediately pinpoint the time
of any intrusion, eliminating
the cumbersome need to trawl
through hours of video footage.
Get all this and much more, for
an amazing price.
As we all know shops and businesses can be vulnerable to theft or attack. Until now the only option for most shops
and businesses was to buy an alarm system (which can be prone to false alarms) and also install CCTV video
cameras with all the associated costs. The new webeye alarm system DVR/NVR/TVi/Hybrid means you now
have the choice of an all-in-one system that enables you to keep an eye on your business from anywhere in the world
using the mobile app or browser. Webeye’s unique features and fail safe PADARC* response system means you can
be confident, should you have an intrusion, you’ll get to know fast.

Unique.

webeye is an ideal security solution; all you need to receive the alarm is a browser or mobile phone. Unique to
the webeye alarm system DVR/NVR/TVi/Hybrid you can arm and disarm the system from your mobile phone
or browser and the complete alarm process is tracked and audited. Webeye can deliver alarms to an unlimited
amount of devices.

Reliable.

Once activated the webeye alarm system webeye alarm system
DVR/NVR/TVi/Hybrid sends a short video clip of your premises directly to
your mobile device or browser. The full system is easily installed and allows
you to verify any site you might have with the touch of a button and puts
them in an alarm status queue. Because webeye alarms are verified via a
short video clip within seconds it virtually eliminates false alarms. This has
an additional benefit to the emergency services as well; call outs for false
alarms costs hundreds of millions of pounds a year.

Unbeatable price.

Given that the webeye alarm system DVR/NVR/TVi/Hybrid is an
all-in-one solution it costs well below the price of installing a traditional
alarm and CCTV cameras. This, along with the additional benefits and
unique features, means customers get much more for their money and
the ability to protect a number of premises quickly and painlessly.
* Progressive Alarm Delivery and Alarm Response Confirmation

webeye for shops and businesses

A quick response is key to catch the criminal in action - the webeye alarm system DVR/
NVR/TVi/Hybrid all-in-one solution offers complete peace of mind in 5 simple steps.

1

Upon intrusion a video clip is recorded to your
webeye alarm system DVR/NVR/TVi/Hybrid

2

Your device sends a short video clip via the internet to webeye

3

webeye delivers the video clip to you and your designated
stakeholders and personnel’s smart phones and devices

4

You receive the video clip within seconds to your devices
with a loud siren ring tone

5

If there is no response we will keep trying every 10 minutes
for 2 hours, or until the alarm is viewed

The webeye Alarm System offers solutions which
all allow you to remotely arm and disarm your
system via your smartphone or browser from
anywhere in the world. You’ll receive video alarm
footage as it happens, direct to your mobile device
or browser.
The W.E.A.S. TVR 4
4 Ch with 4 alarm inputs, TVi support coaxitron,
Webeye alarm system TVR, 1SATA, timeline
functionality, P2P

TVi

The W.E.A.S. TVR 8
8 Ch with 8 alarm inputs, TVi support coaxitron,
Webeye alarm system TVR, 1SATA, timeline
functionality, P2P
The W.E.A.S. TVR 16
16 Ch with 16 alarm inputs, TVi support
coaxitron, Webeye alarm system TVR, 2SATA,
timeline functionality, P2P
NVR &
Hybrid

W.E.A.S. 4 NVR
4 Ch with alarm inputs, Webeye alarm system
NVR, 2 SATA, HDMI, time line, P2P
W.E.A.S. 8 HYBRID DVR/NVR
8ch analogue D1/8ch IP (16ch IP), WebEye
Alarm System, 2 SATA, HDMI, Time bar, P2P
W.E.A.S. 4 NVR M2
4 Ch, No alarm inputs, Webeye alarm system
NVR, 1 SATA, HDMI, time line, P2P
W.E.A.S. DVR 4 M2
4 ch D1 (960H), 1 SATA, no alarm, HDMI,
time line, P2P

DVR

DVR 0032
32 channel Digital Video Recorder (DVR) with
H264 video. 4 SATA hard drive ports (Max 2TB
per port, 8TB Max total capacity) or space
for 2 HDD’s if a DVD re-writer is required*.
32 BNC video inputs, 1 BNC video output,
4 audio inputs, 1 audio output and 16 alarm
inputs. Available in 500GB, 1TB, 2TB and 4TB
memory capacity. *Available without upon request.

• Ideal for shops and businesses
• Uses the cloud to communicate alerts
• PIR motion sensors - triggers recording of
a video clip for immediate verification
• Programmable scheduling
• View camera image online with snapshot
facility
for a safer world
T 0115 714 9990 / 01623 541411
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W www.webeyecms.com

• Unlimited number of users
• Allows you to handle alarms as you see fit
• Fully audited
• Uses PADARC* technology
• Delivers alarm then continues to notify
for non-response
* Progressive Alarm Delivery and Alarm Response Confirmation

